
tcore 112: Quiz 3
There are two sides to this quiz. You can use a calculator and a four-sided 3x5" notecard

with anything written or typed on it.
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2. [2] Draw a transversal line.
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[2] (Wheater §3.1 #5) On the drawing you made above, identify a pair of vertical

angles. <^V%j^ c^ ^ <^^\ <=A^>^AQ,^
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[2] (Wheater §3.1 #2) On the drawing you make above, identify a pair of alternating
interior angles. Q ^ ^ ^joC<-
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[2] (GradingActivity #lb) When computing the average score for each category in this
class, are there any scores you can ignore/drop? If so, which ones and why?
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6. [4] Tony Stark enrolls in a class with four categories (Homework, Quizzes, Exams,

Final) weighted as shown below. In week 7 Tony is getting nervous about his marks

in the class and would like to know, (assuming that his homework & quiz averages do

not change much) what grade does he need to get a 70% in the class. The averages

are already computed for Tony in the table below.
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7. [4] (2/10 Discussion) Evaluate the following excerpt (1st and 2nd paragraph) from a

Literature review of Pythagorus as you would for a peer. with respect to the Organi-

zation row of the rubric. Note that you do not need to consider the conclusion. Be

careful to provide effective peer feedback!
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